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Smile News

Meet the specialist
Dr Tim McDonogh is the Principal Orthodontist of 
practices in Purley, Redhill and Croydon. He graduated 
from Guys Hospital in 1992 and undertook Hospital 
Positions in Head and Neck Surgery in the UK…
See page 14 >
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CHOOSE
YOUR BRACE

Traditional Colourful Tooth-coloured

Gold Invisible Hidden

These are the most common form of 
appliance. Stainless steel metal brackets, 
fi xed to the teeth with metal archwires.

These brackets can be customised with 
coloured ligatures or modules to provide 

individuality. Express yourself!

Ceramic braces have tooth-coloured or 
clear brackets that blend in to teeth.

Tooth-coloured wires are available too.

Gold plated brackets can be complimented 
with gold wires and provide patients with an 
alternative to the traditional stainless steel.

Invisalign is a clear removable system that 
straightens your teeth using a series of 
virtually invisible, clear plastic aligners.

Lingual appliances are attached to the
back surface of the teeth which makes

them hidden from view. 

 FOR A BEAUTIFUL HEALTHY SMILE, BOOK A 
CONSULTATION WITH A SPECIALIST ORTHODONTIST 
AT ONE OF OUR PRACTICES TODAY…
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Orthodontics?
What is that?

The term orthodontics comes from 
the Greek words ‘orthos’ meaning 
straight or correct and ‘dontia’ 
which means relating to teeth.

Dentistry has many branches and 
specialties. Orthodontics is the specialty 
which treats abnormalities of the bite and 
jaws in children and adults. Improvements 
in the appearance of the teeth, smile and 
face are among the cosmetic benefits 
derived from orthodontic treatment.

An orthodontist is a specialist in 
the diagnosis, prevention and treatment 

of dental and facial irregularities. They 
undergo an additional two to three years 
of specialised education beyond dental 
school to learn the proper way to align and 
straighten teeth. This formal education 
is essential if you wish to adopt the title 
“orthodontist” and only orthodontists may 
be members of the American Association 
of Orthodontics (AAO).

Learn more about orthodontic 
care and orthodontic professionals on the 
AAO’s web site, www.braces.org.

“Malocclusion” is a technical term 
for crooked, crowded, spaced or misaligned 
teeth which do not fit properly. Literally, 
the word means “bad bite.”

FROM
CROOKED

TEETH

=

>WITH
BRACES

THE
PERFECT 

SMILE

>

MALOCCLUSIONS CAN 
BE INHERITED AND CAN 
MANIFEST AS:
>  Crowded or spaced teeth
>  Irregular positions or 

ectopic teeth
>  Extra or missing teeth
>  Cleft lip/palate
>  A myriad of jaw or

facial abnormalities

MALOCCLUSIONS CAN ALSO 
BE ACQUIRED OR CAUSED BY 
KNOWN FACTORS SUCH AS:
>  Thumb sucking
>  Tongue thrusting
>  Dental disease
>  Premature loss of

primary teeth
>  Accidents and injuries
>  Some medical problems

A malocclusion can exist without 
immediate or painful symptoms and a lot 
of people tend to adapt to the improper 
relationship between the jaws and the 
teeth to such an extent that it might be 
perceived as normal. The unfortunate 
truth is that these orthodontic problems 
can become worse, if left undetected and 
untreated. Braces and other orthodontic 
procedures can be used to correct 
malocclusions, subsequently producing a 
harmonious relationship between the teeth 
and the jaws leaving us to enjoy a healthy 
and attractive smile.

Children and adults should visit 
the orthodontist for a specialised analysis 
of the teeth, bite and jaws because 
orthodontists can help prevent, diagnose 
and treat these irregularities.

It is important to realise 
that even if you or 
your child don’t have 
symptoms, a specialist 
orthodontic check-
up might be helpful 
to correct undetected 
problems which may 
become worse over time.

‘

’

Example above: The Invisalign ClinCheck 
programme is an on-screen animation showing a 
proposed treatment plan for a patients case.

>
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What is 
wrong with 
my teeth? 
Malocclusions 
(bad bites) are 
described under 
standardised 
groupings which have 
become accepted 
world-wide. These 
groupings allow 
universal classification 
of problems and 
enable dental 
professionals to 
communicate using 
the same terms.
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Here the teeth meet in good positions, the 
overbite and overjet are correct, but the teeth 
might be crowded or displaced. Depending on 
the degree of displacement, the orthodontist will 
determine the kind of braces that would best 
treat the specific case. 

CLASS I MALOCCLUSION CLASS II DIVISION 1 
MALOCCLUSION

The upper teeth are projecting forwards 
of the lowers (the overjet is increased) and 
the upper incisors are proclined, or pointing 
forwards. Crowding may also be present. 
This arrangement is seen in about 34% of 
the population. Depending on the degree 
of discrepancy, functional braces, headgear, 
extractions or surgery may be needed to create 
a good correction.

CLASS II DIVISION 2 
MALOCCLUSION

The upper incisors are retroclined 
(tipped backwards) although the upper jaw 
might be protrusive. The overbite is usually 
greatly increased (deep bite). About 18% of 
malocclusions are like this and the treatment is 
very similar to a class II division I malocclusion 
described above.

CLASS III MALOCCLUSION
In 2% of malocclusions, the lower teeth 

are positioned ahead of the uppers (a reverse 
overjet or complete class III). This is often 
associated with misalignment of either the 
upper or lower jaws. These cases may need a 
combination of braces and a jaw operation to 
correct the bite. Because the lower jaw is one 
of the last bones to stop growing, treatment is 
often delayed until the patients are adults, so 
that a correct treatment plan can be made.

ANTERIOR CROSSBITE

(Scissor bite  
arrangement)

POSTERIOR CROSSBITE

(Upper arch 
too narrow)

CROWDING

(Overlapping teeth)

OPEN BITE

(Teeth don't meet at the front - 
can be caused by thumb sucking)

PROTRUSION

(Goofy - upper jaw 
too far forward)

COMPLETE CLASS III

(Lower jaw protrudes forward of 
upper jaw)

DIASTEMA

(Spacing)

OTHER PROBLEMS

Other problems can occur which 
can only be seen on x-ray.

PROBLEMS TO WATCH FOR IN CHILDREN

CROWDING

(Overlapping teeth)

DIASTEMA

(Spacing)

ANTERIOR CROSSBITE

(With forward displacement)

BRUXISM

(Tooth wear)

PERIODONTAL PROBLEMS

(Gum disease)

PROTRUSION

(Goofy - upper jaw 
too far forward)

OPEN BITE

(Teeth don’t meet 
at the front)

DEEP BITE

(Top teeth overlap  
lower teeth)

PROBLEMS TO WATCH FOR IN ADULTS
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What are 
my options?
Veneers, braces and other considerations:

Dental veneers might offer a 
quick-fix Hollywood smile but braces 
are the safest and most technologically 
advanced way of improving your teeth 
without altering their healthiness.

You might be conscious of stained, 
chipped, crooked and worn teeth or you 
might have been unfortunate enough to 
have accumulated a mouth full of old 
unsightly fillings – no matter which boat 
you are in your ultimate quest would be 
to achieve a brilliant set of white straight 
teeth. Oral health is defined by the World 
Health Organisation as “a standard of 
health of the oral and related tissues 

which enables an individual to eat, speak 
and socialise without active disease, 
discomfort or embarrassment and which 
contributes to general well-being”. It is 
important not to damage your teeth in 
the quest for straight and white.

Orthodontics is the speciality 
of dentistry which is concerned with 
the management of irregularities and 
abnormalities of the teeth, jaws and face. 
A specialist orthodontist is a qualified 
dentist who has had the requisite 
extensive additional training, therefore 
possesses the expertise to provide the 
most effective, efficient and safest way 
to give you your dream smile. In the UK 
many adults were denied opportunities 
to have their teeth straightened simply 
because of a lack of availability of 
orthodontics when they were children. 
Over the past few years orthodontic 
specialists have set up five star facilities 
in certain parts of the UK, improving 
the availability of their services to a wide 
range of the population - both children 
and adults. 

Some dentists have promoted the 
placement of artificial materials over 
the surface of the teeth as an ‘instant 
solution’ for crooked teeth but there are 
drawbacks to this approach. In certain 
cases, if your teeth point inwards, a 
thicker veneer might have to be fitted to 
make them appear straight which might 
result in a less natural appearance.

Braces are more 
comfortable to wear, 

more discreet and more 
effective than ever

‘
’

>

The clear 
advantage
Invisalign uses 
a series of 
custom-made, 
nearly invisible, 
removable aligners 
to straighten your 
teeth without wires 
or brackets.

Straightening teeth…
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A GENERAL 
GUIDE TO 
CONTEMPORARY 
ORTHODONTIC 
BRACES

Conventional fixed metal braces 
consist of a bracket glued to the centre 
of each tooth and connected by a 
fine wire. The wire determines the 
direction in which the force is applied. 
You can now opt for clear or tooth-
coloured ceramic brackets and wires. 
Some braces even use tooth-coloured 
wires to be even less noticeable. 
Alternatively, you can opt for the bling 
approach, with gold-plated braces, or 
choose one in your favourite colour.

Invisalign is a clear plastic removable 
mould that fits over the teeth.

Lingual orthodontics are braces that 
are attached to the inside of the teeth.

FIXED BRACES

>

Tooth Coloured
Attractive, 
translucent or 
tooth coloured, 
aesthetic fixed 
brackets appeal to 
patients in view of 
their less obtrusive 
appearance

>

Gold
Gold brackets can 
be complemented 
with gold wires. 
These provide the 
patient with an 
alternative to the 
traditional stainless 
steel look

>

Colours
Stainless steel 
metal brackets are 
widely used. These 
brackets can be 
customised with 
coloured ligatures 
or modules 
to provide 
individuality

INVISALIGN

LINGUAL BRACES

>

Self ligating
Self ligating 
brackets are fixed 
braces designed 
to help the teeth 
move more 
efficiently and may 
result in fewer 
adjustment visits

The clear 
market leader
When it comes to comparing Invisalign to other teeth 
straightening options, it is easy to see the clear advantages:

How does it work?

Invisalign uses a series of 
clear removable aligners 
to straighten your teeth 

without wires or brackets.

Fixed braces use wires 
and brackets to move 

your teeth into 
straighter alignment.

Nearly invisible. 4 No. Most fixed braces 
are noticeable.

Removable during 
treatment. 4

No. You cannot remove 
fixed braces until 

treatment is completed.

Treatment doesn’t 
involve metal that can 

irritate teeth and gums. 4
 No. The metal wires and 
brackets used can cause 

mouth irritation.

Allows you to brush  
and floss normally  
during treatment. 4

No. Fixed metal braces 
hinder the ability to reach 
the entire tooth/gum area 

when flossing.

Provides a clear defined 
and virtual treatment 

plan from the start to the 
completion of treatment.

4

Although your dental 
practitioner has a clear 
defined treatment plan, 

you will not be able  
to see what your teeth 

may look like during and 
after treatment.

FIXED BRACESCOMPARISON:

In many cases veneers require 
the use of a dental drill to remove the 
surface of the teeth for a proper fit. 
Where the crowding of your teeth 
exceeds a few millimetres, excessive 
amounts of enamel might need to 
be removed – this is considered 
inappropriate by most conservative 
dentists. Orthodontics or braces, on 
the other hand, work by applying 
continuous forces to the teeth to change 
their position incrementally.

There is another good reason 
why many of us are now favouring 
orthodontics over veneers. “However 
good the effect, veneers are not natural,” 
says an Orthodontist. “British people 
don’t want a synthetic smile. With 
orthodontics, you get straight teeth that 
are aesthetically pleasing but they look 
natural and are 100% your own.” This 
quest for a natural look partly explains 
why more than 75% of orthodontists 
have reported an increase in adult 
patients over the past few years.

So what is responsible for this 
increase? Certainly, pictures of good-
looking celebrities wearing braces have 
helped remove the stigma attached to 

orthodontics, but technological advances 
have boosted the figures, too. “Braces 
are more comfortable to wear, more 
discreet and more effective than ever. 
With time, we can straighten any teeth,” 
says an Orthodontist “Orthodontics 
applies a three-dimensional force, so we 
can push teeth forwards and backwards, 
but we can also push them up and down. 
If there is general overcrowding and 
crooked teeth some teeth will be pushed 
back, some re-angled, and some pushed 
forwards or up and down until they 
are straight”, adds the Orthodontist. 
By pushing teeth back into the bone, 
orthodontics can reduce the effect of 
receding gums, too. Putting a downward 
force on short upper teeth can make 
them look longer by pulling them out of 
the bone. 

‘Tombstone’ teeth which are large 
and protruding can be pushed back 
and reduced in size by ‘interproximal 
reduction – removing about 0.15mm 
of the enamel. A ‘narrow’ smile – one 
that shows gaps in the side of the mouth 
when you grin – can be widened by 
increasing the size of the roof of the 
mouth (the arch) by applying the force 

to push teeth outwards. Commonly 
known as smile widening, this is now 
standard practice in America for 
children with narrow jaws.

In more severe cases, orthodontics 
can be combined with surgery to realign a 
protruding upper or lower jaw or correct 
‘gummy smiles’. Often, however, problems 
can be treated with clear plastic removable 
braces called Invisalign, a thin mould that 
sits over the teeth like a mouth guard. It is 
aesthetically more pleasing and it can also 
be removed when the wearer wants to eat 
or clean their teeth. 

Many Invisalign wearers are 
actors, TV presenters and models, who 
do not want anybody to know that they 
are having orthodontic work. Mild to 
moderate cases of misalignment can 
usually be fixed in 6 to 12 months, but 
more severe cases can require up to two 
years of treatment, with regular check-ups 
on a four- to six-week basis.

An unexpected side effect for 
many patients undergoing orthodontic 
treatment is weight loss! Many people 
lose weight because braces force you to 
eat more slowly. We wouldn’t want you 
to have braces for this reason alone!
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Is it necessary to 
have teeth removed?
Many patients who attend an orthodontic practice have 
poorly aligned teeth as a result of crowding. When there is 
not enough room for all the teeth to erupt into their correct 
position, the teeth often arrive in the wrong place or at the 
wrong angle.
WHY TAKE TEETH OUT?

To correct crowding problems 
and improve appearance, the removal 
of specific teeth will facilitate alignment 
(straightening of the remaining teeth). 
The severity and location of the 
crowding will determine which teeth will 
need to be removed.

Extractions can also help 
camouflage certain conditions such as 
incorrect jaw positions or undesirable 
profiles. A typical example is if the 
upper jaw is much further forward than 
the lower, or vice versa. Taking teeth out 
in a protruding upper jaw will allow the 
upper front teeth to be pulled back into 
a much better position so that they can 
match the lower jaw. It is important to 
note that extractions are not the answer 
for all protrusion problems. Every 
case is different and will need to be 
individually assessed. 

If some teeth are in an unusual 
position (ectopic or impacted), selected 
extractions might yield the space to move 
the teeth to where they should be. 

Very rarely, if the teeth are in a 
poor condition due to extensive decay 
or gum disease, extractions could be 
prescribed to preserve the other healthy 
teeth in the mouth.

BEFORE TREATMENT

ARE THERE ANY PROBLEMS 
ASSOCIATED WITH HAVING 
TEETH EXTRACTED?

All cases are carefully and 
individually planned to provide the best 
possible results for a patient. Removing 
teeth and creating a space can prolong 
overall treatment time as teeth have to 
move a greater distance to align correctly. 
Inappropriate extraction of teeth can lead 
to collapse of the facial profile, causing a 
flat face or collapsed lips.

Some people believe that 
extractions could lead to a more stable 
dentition and make it less likely your 
teeth will move again, or relapse when 
treatment is completed, this is not true! 
Relapse can occur whether extractions are 
part of your treatment or not.

CURRENT THINKING

Professional opinions with regard 
to extracting teeth in orthodontics have 
changed considerably in recent times. 
20 years ago, extractions were more 
commonplace. The modern specialist 
orthodontist is keen to avoid extractions 
and will employ the latest technology 
to deliver the best possible results. A 
philosophy called therapeutic non-
extraction has been adopted by the 
profession - orthodontic treatment may 
be started without taking teeth out and 
extractions will only be suggested if 
alignment or a proper bite cannot be 
established without doing so.

ARE EXTRACTIONS THE ONLY 
ANSWER?

Space can be gained by methods 
other than tooth removal. Jaws can be 
expanded to enable the teeth to fit in 
better and teeth can also be rearranged 
to allow a more suitable or ergonomic fit. 
Headgear, tooth reshaping techniques, 
bone screws, implants and other 
orthodontic stabilisation devices can be 
used as alternatives to extractions.

9 MONTHS INTO THE TREATMENT AFTER TREATMENT

SOME BENEFITS
YOU CAN DERIVE FROM HAVING

ORTHODONTIC TREATMENT

OVER 80,000 SPECTACULAR HEALTHY SMILES CREATED...WHY NOT BE NEXT?

 STRAIGHTER TEETH BETTER AESTHETICS 
 IMPROVED SMILE IMPROVED BITE 

 ENHANCED ABILITY TO KEEP YOUR TEETH CLEAN 
 REDUCED SUSCEPTIBILITY TO SOME DENTAL DISEASE 

 INCREASED SUCCESS RATE OF
FUTURE DENTAL TREATMENT
 PSYCHO-SOCIAL BENEFITS 

COST SAVINGS BY ELIMINATING
SOME POTENTIAL DENTAL PROBLEMS
 INVESTMENT IN SELF IMPROVEMENT 
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Oral health 
and braces

When wearing braces, it is essential that you 
maintain a high standard of oral hygiene 
throughout your treatment:

TOOTHBRUSHES & 
INTERSPACE TOOTHBRUSHES

During your orthodontic treatment 
you must brush your braces and teeth at 
least a minimum of four times a day - after 
every meal and morning and night. Use 
two different types of toothbrush to do 
this, a regular toothbrush and an interspace 
toothbrush (small headed brush).

Use the regular toothbrush firstly 
to remove all the food and plaque for 3-5 
minutes. Use short, fast and firm forwards 
and backwards motions and make sure you 
brush above and below your brace to clean 
your gum lines. Then use the interspace 
toothbrush (small headed brush) to get 
through all the areas missed by the large 
headed toothbrush. You do this by firmly 
brushing so that the bristles spread out 
in-between the wires, brackets and gum 

margins. Be sure no food or plaque is left 
on the braces or teeth as this will cause 
permanent damage.

It is important to remember to take 
a toothbrush and interspace brush with 
you when you go out of your home so that 
you can always clean your teeth after every 
meal. A travel toothbrush and a travel 
interspace toothbrush will make this easier 
for you.

DISCLOSING TABLETS

To ensure you are cleaning your teeth 
well we recommend the use of disclosing 
tablets. The tablets highlight where plaque 
has developed on the teeth and around 
the gum line. Using the tablets to show the 
plaque will allow you to concentrate on 
brushing the specific areas to reduce the 
damaging plaque build up.

HOW TO USE 
DISCLOSING TABLETS:

1  Place a disclosing tablet in your mouth.

2  Chew thoroughly with just saliva, spread 
it all over tooth and gum surfaces with 
your tongue, until your mouth has been 
completely covered with disclosing dye.

3  Spit out the saliva.

4  Rinse your mouth out with water.

5  Areas of plaque will be stained by the dye 
and will show you where you are missing 
and not brushing properly.

6  Brush your teeth until the dye has been 
removed, then concentrate on those areas 
the next time you brush.

7  We recommend you do this once a week.

DENTAL MIRROR

Use the dental mirror to familiarise 
yourself with the different parts of your 
brace and regularly check it so that you 
are aware if something comes loose 
or breaks. You can also use the dental 
mirror to check for any food or plaque 
that may be stuck behind or around the 
teeth which was missed when brushing. 
It is also useful for checking for plaque 
on your back teeth when you use the 
disclosing tablets.

FLUORIDE 
MOUTHWASH

Fluoride mouthwash 
provided in the cleaning 
pack must be used at least 
once a day, morning or 
evening after brushing, or 
more often if you prefer.

FLOSS AND THREADERS

It is important to regularly floss 
your teeth to maintain healthy gum lines, 
threaders will allow you to continue to 
do this throughout your treatment. They 
are flexible so that you can thread floss 
through them then move around the wires 
on the brace allowing you to push the floss 
between the teeth to clean as normal.

WAX

To prevent the brace from rubbing 
against the inside of your lips and mouth 
you may need to apply wax. You do this 
by pulling off a pea-sized amount of 
wax, rolling it into a soft ball and then 
moulding it around the bracket that is 
rubbing. The wax becomes the barrier 
between your brace and the sore area and 
stops it rubbing allowing the mouth to 
heal. Don’t worry if you swallow the wax 
as it is harmless and be aware that if you 
have a hot drink when wearing 
wax it will probably melt!

>

Brush your 
braces and 

teeth at least 
a minimum of 

four times a 
day, after every 
meal, morning 

and night.

>

>

>

Use two 
different types 

of toothbrush to 
clean. A regular 

toothbrush 
(shown above) 

and an interspace 
toothbrush (small 

headed brush).
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Lifestyle

Adults 
can have 
straight 
teeth too!
It is important 
to realise that 
undergoing 
orthodontic treatment 
is not exclusive to 
children or teenagers.

A large number of the patients at 
our practice are adults who have come 
to the decision of having braces later in 
life. Often there is a special occasion in 
the near future or treatment has been 
prescribed to resolve dental problems, 
which involves the use of braces. 

A male adult patient explains his 
reasons for getting fixed braces as an 
adult, “I had pretty poor dental care as a 
child and no real care was taken to make 
my teeth look pleasing.”

“I had one tooth which was 
impacted and stopped others coming 
through and I have a misshapen jaw 
line and a bone outgrowth, so my bite 
was very strange! It was not until my 
daughter had braces that I considered 
them a viable option for helping me.”

A fixed brace is an orthodontic 
appliance which cannot be removed 
from the mouth by the patient. They 
are one of the most effective ways of 
straightening teeth and remain a popular 
choice amongst adult patients, due to 
their speed and reliability. Some people 
also prefer them because of the reduced 
inconvenience compared with having a 
removable appliance. 

Attractive, translucent or tooth 
coloured, aesthetic fixed brackets appeal 
to adult patients in view of their less 
obtrusive appearance. These are made 
from a ceramic material and differ from 
plastic (polycarbonate) brackets in terms 
of the superior durability, colour stability, 
strength and overall performance 
throughout the treatment. 

Fixed braces can be made “totally 
white” by utilising ceramic brackets, white 
or tooth coloured arch wires and non-
staining ligature wires. This means that 
your appliance is virtually not visible! 

Like the vast majority of adult 
patients, he has no regrets about 
undergoing treatment, “The aesthetic 
results are great! I had the full mouth 
done, the ‘Full Monty’! I had some very 
interesting conversations with people 
who were intrigued but as a result they 
went and got their teeth sorted too!”

AFTER TREATMENT>

BEFORE TREATMENT>

>

Before and after treatment images for an adult 
male patient who had fixed ceramic braces
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A female patient in her 60’s also had 
fixed braces; she states “My teeth were 
a problem - my bite wasn’t correct and I 
had a ‘clicky’ jaw. I went to a dentist to talk 
about my terrible teeth and he said I was 
too old to have treatment, even though I 
was only just out of my teens!”

“Eventually, in my 50’s, I started 
seeing a different dentist and she asked me 
why I didn’t have orthodontic treatment? 
I went to see an Orthodontist and he said 
he could help me and it felt really positive. 
Actually, wearing the braces did not bother 
me at all!”

AFTER TREATMENT>

BEFORE TREATMENT>

>

Before and after treatment images for an adult 
female patient who had fixed braces

Dating 
dilemmas
A survival guide to 
braces and dating…

Dating can be nerve racking enough without throwing braces 
into the mix. Questions like ‘Have they noticed yet?’ and ‘Will they 
care?’ are bound to enter the head of anybody in this situation.

 In all likelihood your braces will either go unnoticed, or the 
person sitting at the other side of the table will be full of admiration 
and respect for your decision to undergo treatment.

However, that is not to say that you can’t help your date run 
a bit more smoothly by avoiding embarrassing situations, which 
may inevitably begin with your choice of food! Here is our ultimate 
survival guide to dating with braces:

1: Don’t try to hide your braces by covering 
your mouth with your hand, you’ll only 
bring more attention to yourself!

2: Don’t spend the whole date talking about 
teeth (yours or theirs!).

3: Remember that they are there because they 
are attracted to you, with or without braces 
(unless of course they have a brace fetish!).

4: Avoid foods such as spaghetti and spinach, 
you don’t want a smile full of food!

5: Don’t leave them the number of your 
orthodontist instead of your own!

6: Relax and enjoy yourself!

>

It’s never too 
late for braces
Whether you are 
7 or 70 years 
old, you can still 
have Orthodontic 
treatment and a 
wonderful smile.

>

Advantage 
of Invisalign 

removable 
aligners

For special 
occasions, you 

can simply remove 
your aligners and 

enjoy yourself
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Keep on smiling

After braces have been removed 
teeth have a tendency to return to their 
original position undoing your great new 
smile. To prevent this, your orthodontist 
may advise that you wear a retainer.

Wearing a retainer is simple, but it 
is actually a complex piece of equipment 
and a significant part of your orthodontic 
treatment. To maintain the success of your 
orthodontic treatment, it is vital that you 
wear your retainer in the way that your 
orthodontist advises.

It is difficult to say how long 
you will need to wear your retainer 
– each patient is an individual case. 
Your orthodontist’s advice about how 
long you will need a retainer for will be 
tailored to you.

There are a range of different 
retainers available and your orthodontist 
will recommend to you the type of retainer 
that will best keep your teeth in position.

To make sure your new confident smile lasts for decades to 
come, you will have to use retainers, that way you will keep 
the smile that took time, skill and investment to create!

My smile looks fantastic! So why would I compromise it? 
My retainers keep it looking fantastic!

WHY IS RETENTION 
SO IMPORTANT?

VIVERA REMOVABLE RETAINERS

Like Invisalign, Vivera retainers are 
custom made especially for each individual 
patient. You are provided with three sets 
and they are made using:
4  Most advanced technology

4  3D digital imaging

4  Clear thermoplastic material

4  Advanced fabrication technology

The combination of all of this 
technology enables the Vivera retainers to 
not only be strong and almost invisible, but 
also to have a precise fit.

These consist of a wire bonded 
to the tongue-side of your teeth. They 
are designed to hold your teeth in a 
particular position for a long period of 
time, and the longer they remain in place 
the greater the guarantee that your teeth 
will remain straight.

BONDED FIXED RETAINERS

This is a clear or transparent retainer 
that is moulded to fit over the teeth.

ESSIX REMOVABLE RETAINERS

This is the most common retainer 
and is made of a metal wire that surrounds 
the teeth, keeping them in place. The wire 
is rooted to a piece of specially moulded 
acrylic, which resides in the palate or floor 
of the mouth.

HAWLEY REMOVABLE RETAINERS

  Wear your retainers day and night for 6 months. Then wear 
them every night into the future if you want to keep your 
teeth straight.

 Remove when brushing teeth, eating or playing sports.

 When the retainers are out of your mouth, place them in a 
brace/retainer case for safety.

 Clean them 3-4 times a day using a toothbrush and toothpaste.

 Bring your retainers for the periodic check-up appointments.

 There is an additional cost for replacement or repair of 
this retainer.

  Wear these retainers during the day whilst wearing the Hawley 
retainers at night. This will help the retainer to last longer.

 Do not drink hot drinks whilst wearing the retainer as this will 
distort it, as will any contact with hot liquid.

 Remove when brushing teeth, eating or playing sports.

 When the retainers are out of your mouth, place them in a 
brace/retainer case for safety.

 Clean them 3-4 times a day by brushing with a toothbrush and 
clear liquid soap under cold water only. Do not use toothpaste.

 Bring your retainers for the periodic check-up appointments.

 There is an additional cost for replacement or repair of 
this retainer.

  Bonded retainers are designed to hold the teeth in the 
exact position over a long period of time. The longer they 
remain in place the greater the guarantee that your teeth 
will remain straight.

  You must note and memorise the position of the thin wire 
behind the teeth and the special cement used to attach this 
wire to each tooth.

  Check the wires with a small mouth mirror every morning.

  Brush the back of your teeth and over the wires thoroughly 
2-3 times a day, especially after eating sweet foods.

  Sticky sweets and hard foods can break the wire or its 
attachments, so be careful!

  If the wire breaks or an attachment becomes loose, 
telephone this clinic for an immediate appointment to have 
it checked. Ensure you wear your removable retainers to 
keep the teeth in position until your appointment.

  When wearing a Bonded retainer you need only wear your 
removable retainers at night.

  There is an additional cost for replacement or repair of 
this retainer.

  Wear these retainers EVERY NIGHT into the future if you 
want to keep your teeth straight. Your orthodontist might 
ask you to do additional hours if necessary.

  Do not drink hot drinks whilst wearing the retainer as this 
will distort it, as will any contact with hot liquid.

  Remove when brushing teeth, eating or playing sports.

  When the retainers are out of your mouth, place them in a 
brace/retainer case for safety.

  Brush your teeth after eating before replacing the retainer.

  Clean them once a day using a toothbrush, water and a 
clear liquid soap only.

  Do not use toothpaste to clean them, because it can make 
your retainers more brittle and prone to breakage.

  Bring your retainers for the periodic check-up appointments.

  Vivera retainers come in sets of three, so if you break or 
loose a set, you will already have a replacement to hand.

  There is an additional cost for any additional replacement sets. ‘ ’

INSTRUCTIONS FOR 
VIVERA REMOVABLE RETAINERS

INSTRUCTIONS FOR 
BONDED (FIXED) RETAINERS

INSTRUCTIONS 
FOR ESSIX REMOVABLE RETAINERS

INSTRUCTIONS FOR 
HAWLEY REMOVABLE RETAINERS

Kills 99%

of 7 Common 
Odour-Causing

Bacteria

AVAILABLE AT 
ALL OUR PRACTICES

ASK AT RECEPTION
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Bright
White
Smile

BEFORE TOOTH WHITENING AFTER TOOTH WHITENING 

HOME WHITENING KIT (£280)

£280
30 MINS

FIT TRAYS
1 WEEK LATER

WEARING TRAYS 2-6 HOURS A DAY

TOP UP GEL IS AVAILABLE FOR £99
UNTIL DESIRED COLOUR IS ACHIEVED

BRIGHTER WHITE WHITER WHITEST!
CONSULTATION
AND AIR POLISH

REDHILL ORTHODONTIC PRACTICE
43 HATCHLANDS ROAD, REDHILL, SURREY RH1 6AP

VISIT: WWW.BRACELANDS.CO.UK
TELEPHONE: 01737 766177

CLAREMONT AT FORTYFIVE
45 FOXLEY LANE, PURLEY, SURREY CR8 3EH

VISIT: WWW.CLAREMONT45.COM

CROYDON ORTHODONTIC PRACTICE THE WHITE HOUSE, 
2 BLUNT ROAD, SOUTH CROYDON, SURREY CR2 7PA

VISIT: WWW.BRACELANDS.CO.UK

PURLEY ORTHODONTIC PRACTICE
45 FOXLEY LANE, PURLEY, SURREY CR8 3EH

VISIT: WWW.PURLEYORTHODONTICS.CO.UK
TELEPHONE: 020 8660 4365TELEPHONE: 020 8681 7638 OR 020 8681 7639TELEPHONE: 020 3859 8824

PURLEY
ORTHODONTIC 
PRACTICE
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MEET THE SPECIALIST OUR
CLINICSDr Tim McDonogh is the Clinical 

Lead and owner of 3 Specialist dental 
practices in South London and is a 50% 
partner in another. He was brought up 
in Purley in South London and is proud 
to have recently opened a new practice 
in his home town. The Croydon, Redhill 
and Purley Orthodontic Practices 
specialise in dental braces (also known as 
Orthodontic braces, or simply braces).
These devices help align and straighten 
teeth and position them in a correct bite 
and enhance the dental health of children 
and adults.

The Claremont@45 Specialist 
Practice focuses on other areas of 
Dentistry needing Specialist expertise 
and also has a Dental Spa that provides 
treatments in Facial Beauty and 
aesthetics. Our patients are often referred 
by their dentists though many self refer. 
We do not carry out General Dental 
Procedures. The team has 15 Specialists 
who are all very experienced and on 
the GDC Specialist List in their chosen 
fields. They are supported by over 50 
highly trained nursing staff and customer 
service personnel.

We can help people of all 
ages so please contact us if you have 
problems with your bite (Orthodontics), 
gums (Periodontologist), need tooth 
replacement (Implantologist), need 
Surgery (Oral and/or Maxillo-facial 
Surgeon), or are interested in Facial 
Beauty, aesthetics and tooth whitening

All the sites are relaxed, welcoming 
and provide friendly comfortable 
environments to recieve the latest and 
best techniques and technologies. We 
have the clinician to suit you and offer 
appointments 6 days a week with early 
and late times to ensure you never have 
to miss school or work.

BASIC DENTAL DEGREES:
 BDS - Bachelor of Dental Surgery, London

 LDS - Licentiate in Dental Surgery 
Royal College of Surgeons of England

POSTGRADUATE RESIDENCIES:
 Guys Hospital London University of London

 Southampton General Hospital (Maxillo-facial Surgery)

 Sydney Dental Hospital (Oral Surgery)

 Cairns Base Hospital (Oral Surgery)

 Greenwich District Hospital (Maxillo-Facial Surgery)

 Manchester Dental School (Orthodontics)

ADDITIONAL AND
SPECIALIST QUALIFICATIONS:

 M.Sc. Orthodontics) Masters of Science
University of Manchester

 M.Orth - Membership in Orthodontics
(Edinburgh)

 FDS - Fellowship in Dental Surgery

PROFESSIONAL MEMBERSHIPS
AND AFFILIATIONS:

 Registered Specialist Orthodontist 
with General Dental Council

 Full Registration with GDC

 Medical Protection Society (Xtra level)

 World Federation of Orthodontists

 American Association of Orthodontists

 British Orthodontic Society

 British Dental Association
(Good Practice Gold and founder members)

 Course Director Croydon Orthodontic Practice Academy

 Croydon Local Dental Committee

 Croydon Local Orthodontic Committee

EXPERTISE AND TECHNIQUES:
 Invisalign (Full,Lite,Teen and i7)

 Orthodontic Care of children and adults of all ages

 Adult and collaborative Orthodontic-Restorative Case

 Aesthetic,hidden and lingual braces

 Orthognathic and Surgical Cases

 Speaker and lecturer for C.O.P Academy

Get to know Dr Tim McDonogh a little better with the help 
from this brief interview. With questions like: why did he become 
an orthodontist, what fascinates him about his work and what are 
his hobbies.

WHY DID YOU BECOME 
AN ORTHODONTIST?
I was born into Orthodontics! My Father was one of the first 
Specialists in the U.K so I have seen things first hand since I can 
remember. I love the joy it brings people and how its a topic at the 
centre of medicine, art and aesthetics. Im so happy to recently add the 
Purley Orthodontic Practice to my portfolio. It’s my home town and 
already I’ve seen half of my school friends with their children and it 
only takes 2 minutes to pop up to see Mum and Dad!!

WHAT FASCINATES YOU
ABOUT YOUR WORK?
The transformation that we achieve in peoples lives is amazing . I love 
having had to work out the puzzle and getting it right. I’ve been in 
dentistry for 30 years now (gulp) and it never stops to thrill me how 
happy we make people. I am routinely told that people we have created 
fabulous smiles for are more confident, successful and happy after we 
have helped them.

WHAT IS YOUR CHAIRSIDE STYLE?
I am professional, fun and friendly. As ‘the Boss’ of a number of 
practices and a large staff and client base I am a diplomat and problem 
solver. I am blessed with the ability to put people at ease and make 
them relaxed, comfortable and happy to be with us. I have kept 
fabulous relationships with hundreds of patients and often enjoy news 
of weddings, births and fabulous events, invariably with photos of the 
smile we made. It is deeply satisfying.

WHAT ARE YOUR HOBBIES?
Before my 3 gorgeous kids arrived I spent nearly all my free time 
playing sport or watching it. This took me around the world and on 
one trip, to Australia, I didn’t come back for 4 years! I still love playing 
football and cricket though I am certainly a better spectator than 
competitor these days. I am still convinced Crystal Palace will win 
something... one day...

BEST ADVICE YOU EVER RECEIVED?
I travel to Toronto 4 times a year as part of a business ‘Mastermind’ 
Group. I meet some fascinating entrepreneurs and am always inspired. 
One member is a chap called Peter Diamandis. He builds Space 
Rockets! He told me “Lots of people dream big and talk about big bold 
ideas but never do anything. I judge people by what they have done. 
The ratio of something to nothing is infinite. So just do something “He 
is the most amazing character I have ever come across.”

ONE THING YOU WOULD
TEACH EVERY PATIENT?
A smile brings confidence . In life there is a process to reach that 
goal. It needs commitment and courage to go for a better smile but 
thousands can’t be wrong. Go for it! ‘Always make your future bigger 
than your past (Dan Sullivan Owner Strategic Coach).

QUALIFICATIONS

INTERVIEW WITH DR MCDONOGH

Dr
Tim McDonogh
BDS LDS[Eng.] FDS[Eng.]  M.Sc[Manc. M.Orth[Edin.]

SPECIALIST IN
ORTHODONTICS

>

>

VISIT: WWW.PURLEYORTHODONTICS.CO.UK

TELEPHONE: 020 3859 8824

PURLEY ORTHODONTICS PRACTICE
45 FOXLEY LANE,

PURLEY, SURREY CR8 3EH
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PRACTICE LOCATION

PURLEY
ORTHODONTIC 
PRACTICE

We are thrilled to add the Purley Orthodontic 
Practice to our group . 

We aim to continue the standards and quality of 
Care that we have provided in our other Orthodontic 
Practices for over 45 years. 

Convieniently located a few minutes from Purley 
train station the practice is approximately half way 
between our other Orthodontic practices and it provides 
a location that will lessen travel time of our customers in 
the South of the Borough. The parking is excellent and 
the ambience has been designed to provide calm, tranquil 
and relaxed environment.

We promise to be able to offer free consultations to 
ALL patients to discuss their needs and treatment options 
and help get that wonderful healthy spectacular smile. 

>

NEW PRACTICE!
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WHERE SMILES CAN BE GUARANTEED
OVER 80,000 SPECTACULAR HEALTHY SMILES CREATED...WHY NOT BE NEXT?

VISIT: WWW.BRACELANDS.CO.UK

TELEPHONE: 020 8681 7638
 020 8681 7639

CROYDON ORTHODONTIC PRACTICE
THE WHITE HOUSE, 2 BLUNT ROAD,
SOUTH CROYDON, SURREY CR2 7PA

VISIT: WWW.CLAREMONT45.COM

TELEPHONE: 020 8660 4365

CLAREMONT AT FORTYFIVE
45 FOXLEY LANE,

PURLEY, SURREY CR8 3EH

REDHILL ORTHODONTIC PRACTICE
43 HATCHLANDS ROAD,

REDHILL, SURREY RH1 6AP

VISIT: WWW.BRACELANDS.CO.UK

TELEPHONE: 020 8681 7638
 020 8681 7639
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Croydon Orthodontic Practice was established 
in 1972 to provide a complete range of orthodontic 
services for Croydon and the surrounding area. It is 
the longest established Specialist Practice in the U.K.

Both NHS and Private treatments are available 
and our Specialists treat both adults and children.

The practice is conveniently situated yards from 
South Croydon train station providing excellent links 
to London and the South East of England. There is 
parking on Blunt Road and the local streets as well 
as the station car park and the route is well served by 
local buses.

NHS consultations with an Orthodontic 
Specialist are free - please contact us at the Croydon 
Orthodontic Practice for more information.

Claremont at Fortyfive is the flagship Specialist 
centre for the group of clinics run by Dr Tim 
McDonogh. With nearly 40 years of patient care it has an 
International reputation as the ideal centre to deal with 
the increasing demand for private dental treatment.

With its state of the art equipment, contemporary 
styling and the highest clinical standards, our patients will 
be in the best environment to achieve that perfect smile.

Established in 1972, ‘Claremont House’ pioneered 
the concept of drawing together specialties of medicine 
and dentistry to one location. It has became one of the 
leading centres accepting specialist referrals from the UK 
and beyond.

Hospital Consultants and Dental Specialists 
provide services in Oral Surgery, Implanvology, Dental 
Hygiene, ’Facial Aesthetics’ and Periodontology (Gums) 
and all work very closely with our 3 Orthodontic 
‘Sister’ practices. 

Dr Tim McDonogh and Dr Paul Ward are proud 
to work with a committed team of professionals to bring 
the highest level of service to our patients.

We have been creating beautiful smiles in Redhill, 
Reigate and the surrounding area since 1978. Our 
Surrey-wide referring dentists along with our patients 
have been our most loyal supporters by sending friends 
and family members for orthodontic treatment.

The practice is conveniently situated on the border 
between Redhill and Reigate where our team provides a 
complete range of orthodontic services including hidden, 
lingual, ceramic and traditional metal braces. Private 
treatment is available for adults and children and NHS 
treatment is available for eligible children.

Please call us with any questions about 
your orthodontic treatment and to book your 
complimentary consultation.
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The exceptional staff and 
the way we were treated, it 
was a warm and welcoming 

experience. So happy.
CROYDON ORTHODONTIC PRACTICE PATIENT

Staff very friendly and 
effi cient. Would defi nitely 
recommend this practice!

Miss D - CLAREMONT AT FORTYFIVE PATIENT

‘ ’
Now I have no braces 
and a perfect smile. 
Defi nitely worth it! 

LB - REDHILL ORTHODONTIC PRACTICE PATIENT

‘ ’
‘

’
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FIX YOUR SMILE WITH

INVISIBLE REMOVABLE BRACES
480,000 PATIENTS WORLDWIDE HAVE MORE REASONS TO SMILE

lite i7

REDHILL ORTHODONTIC PRACTICE
43 HATCHLANDS ROAD, REDHILL, SURREY RH1 6AP

VISIT: WWW.BRACELANDS.CO.UK
TELEPHONE: 01737 766177

CLAREMONT AT FORTYFIVE
45 FOXLEY LANE, PURLEY, SURREY CR8 3EH

VISIT: WWW.CLAREMONT45.COM

CROYDON ORTHODONTIC PRACTICE THE WHITE HOUSE, 
2 BLUNT ROAD, SOUTH CROYDON, SURREY CR2 7PA

VISIT: WWW.BRACELANDS.CO.UK

PURLEY ORTHODONTIC PRACTICE
45 FOXLEY LANE, PURLEY, SURREY CR8 3EH

VISIT: WWW.PURLEYORTHODONTICS.CO.UK
TELEPHONE: 020 8660 4365TELEPHONE: 020 8681 7638 OR 020 8681 7639TELEPHONE: 020 3859 8824

PURLEY
ORTHODONTIC 
PRACTICE

 FOR A BEAUTIFUL HEALTHY SMILE, BOOK A CONSULTATION AT ONE OF OUR CLINICS TODAY…


